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Remember World War II: Kids Who Survived Tell Their Stories allows readers to understand the war

not as seen through the eyes of soldiers but through the eyes of children who survived the

bombings, the blackouts, the hunger, the fear, and the loss of loved ones caused by the war. The

author shares her own recollections of being able to see the faces of Japanese pilots as they

headed for the naval base at Pearl Harbor to drop their deadly bombs on unsuspecting American

ships and soldiers, then shares her feelings at having to leave her father behind as the rest of the

family is evacuated to the U.S. mainland.
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I am especially fond of this book because my mother-in-law tells her story as a 6 year old child living

in Pearl Harbor and recounts her memories of the bombing. The inclusion of these "personal"

accounts of war makes you consider things that you may not have considered before... like a

mother trying to maintain her composure while her husband leaves for duty all the while keeping

small children quiet, safe, and in complete darkness at night... As children, they have memories that

they did not totally understand until they were adults and pieced the pieces together of what had



happened. There are many other personal accounts of the tragedies of WWII and the book includes

many personal photos, maps, and a war timeline that describes the events that took place. The

timeline would be an especially useful source for youth preparing a school presentation or project

about WWII.It is not a long, excessively detailed book (only 61 pages) but is perfect for youth and

provides an understanding that they can relate to since the stories told are told by adults who

experienced the events as children. As an adult, I, too have enjoyed this book very much, as well as

my kids (elementary and middle school ages).

The book is divided into three chapters which discuss the war in Europe, the war in the Pacific, and

life in the United States. It alternates between short autobiographical sections written by those who

survived World War II and historical information. It also includes a number of photographs which set

the tone for the passages.I found myself a bit bored reading this book. The historical passages were

a bit dry. I would have liked more sections written by survivors in order to more fully explore their

lives and history. If you are interesting in reading WWII survivor stories, there are a number of books

out there that are more interesting to read and provide a more in-depth look at the survivors lives.

The pictures are not great. The picture on the cover looked promising of great photos inside. Sigh-h.

Not so. The written portions were mostly uninteresting. I have a hard time believing that the book

will appeal to children.

I liked how Nicholson pulled stories from kids all over the world who lived during the years of WWII.

Very eye-opening.It's a good book but I didn't care for the bad language on one page. I understand

it gives a true picture of the verbal abuse some had to endure. It was offensive, and intended to be

so, because that's what the child had to endure. So, it's just a personal issue and why I gave it four

stars. Otherwise, it was a great book for the older reading audience.

Nice book with lots of real stories. It makes history come alive!
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